Anthropology prof's book details U. fraternities' rituals

By EMILY CULBERTSON

The alleged 1983 gang rape of a student at the Alpha Eta Omegas fraternity has returned to campus debate after the release of a University professor's analysis of the incident and of fraternities as a whole.

Anthropology Professor Peggy Sanday wrote in her introduction to the book that the case was "the book to read" at the University.

Sanday uses personal, legal and documented studies in anthropology and other social sciences to present the case, and to review the history of fraternities at the University.

She said that the case impacted the way she taught her students and helped her decide to write the book.

Sanday noted that the case was not an isolated incident and that similar cases have occurred in other fraternities across the country.

She also noted that the case highlighted the need for change in the way fraternities operate and the need for greater accountability for their behavior.

Sanday's book is titled "Gang Rape: Sex, Power and Privilege" and is available at local bookstores.

Gov. candidate Hafer visits campus groups

By ALEX DUNNE

Gov. Robert J. Bentley held a roundtable discussion with Republican candidates for the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives on Tuesday morning.

The candidates were joined by members of the Governor's Office and the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives.

Bentley said that he was pleased to have the opportunity to meet with the candidates and to discuss the issues that are important to Alabama.

He also said that he was pleased to have the opportunity to serve as Governor and to work with the candidates to make Alabama a better place to live.

The roundtable discussion was held in the Governor's Office and was open to the public.

Republican candidate for governor Barbara Bailey addresses students yesterday in Houston Hall.

She said that she had met with many of the students and had discussed the issues that are important to them.

Bailey said that she was interested in hearing from the students and in learning more about the issues that are important to them.

She also said that she was pleased to have the opportunity to meet with the students and to discuss the issues that are important to them.

Bailey's campaign slogan is "Barbara Bailey,For a Better Alabama." She is running against incumbent Gov. Robert J. Bentley.

The election will be held on November 4, 2014.

Troy's facing host of violations, police say

By STEPHEN GLASS

The New York Times and Troy Daily News have reported that Troy University will face a number of violations in the coming weeks.

The violations include a failure to ensure the safety of students, a failure to provide adequate security, and a failure to address issues of discrimination.

The university is also facing allegations of sexual harassment and the failure to provide adequate medical care.

Troy University officials have not commented on the allegations.

The university is said to be working with local law enforcement to address the issues.

The university is also said to be working with the Department of Education to address the allegations.

The university is said to be working with the Department of Education to address the allegations.
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On Campus

Events

NOTICE

TODAY

BRIDGECLUB, all women's club for Tee and Brew, meets at 8pm on Monday to plan the nightly event and plan the agenda for the next month. Please contact Rich or Maggie at 822-1880 for more information.

Studying Abroad, by Dr. Stephen G. Nichols, professor of Regional Science, and Dr. Debra M. Israel, professor of International and European Affairs.

Penn World Review, by students of regional science, meets at 7pm to discuss the subject of Professor Cruikshank's social policy.

TODAY

Penn World Review, by students of regional science, meets at 7pm to discuss the subject of Professor Cruikshank's social policy.

TOMORROW

Progressive Student Alliance.

Penn World Review, by students of regional science, meets at 7pm to discuss the subject of Professor Cruikshank's social policy.

TODAY

TODAY

Monday through Friday Campus events Listings may be mailed or requested at the box office.

OPENING DAY!

Thursday, September 20th, 8:00pm

The Quad - McClellend Hall
High Rise North - Lower Lobby
High Rise South - Lower Lobby
Smaller Dining Hall
Hall House - Dining Service
Hall House - Board Room
FREE HOLIDAY ROYAL CROWN COLA CAKE
SPONSORED BY LIBERTYCHURCH - 4602 SPRUCE STREET

September 20, 1990

The Quark

The Quark

Nicholas Building - Good A, Room 40
King's Court - First Floor Lounge
King's Court - Dining Service
Hall House - Dining Service
Hall House - Board Room
5:00 - 5:30
3:00 - 4:30
3:30 - 4:00
4:00 - 4:30
4:00 - 4:30
5:00 - 5:30
5:30 - 6:00
6:00 - 6:30

PROGRESSIVE STUDENTS: "OPENING DAY!

THE QUAKING OF THE HOLIDAY...

...ALSO, ENJOY FREE HONEY CAKE.

CATCH THE ESSENCE OF THE HOLIDAY...

SPECIAL ROSSHASHANAH SHOFAR SERVICES

SEPTEMBER 20, 1990

The Quark

In Brief

Drexel U. hosts writing workshop

Drexel University last week hosted a four-day writing workshop aimed at teaching Drexel faculty how to improve their writing skills for a more effective writing style. The workshop came as a result of a request by the faculty for assistance with their writing, and was sponsored by the University's communications department.

Questions to Zaven

Come to the first meeting of the Houseli...
City Limits

Please Pass the Paint!

At this private pre-school, art is more than paste and popsicle sticks.

By ADAM LEVINE

No more bananas. Eddie, 2 1/2, is finished with his half-finished self-portrait. He, and about 12 other kids, had just finished gluing cut-outs of their profiles to rectangle pieces of cardboard and were preparing to affix traced cut-outs of their hands in the works-in-progress.

"That's my face," said Eddie, proudly pointing to his creation.

Eddie, like most of his fellow artists in Moonstone's pre-school program, glued his hard labor halo- phastically onto the cardboard. But it didn't matter. At Moonstone, the looking and self-examination that comes with the making of a self-portrait, a play or a discussion about family life -- are what matter most.

Education Through the Arts

Moonstone's motto, "education through the arts," is a philosophy taken from the seven-year-old school's letterhead to its day-to-day programming.

Music, painting, acting and dance at this private pre-school a few blocks from South Street are viewed as more than an enriching or enrichment activity. They are a way of life.

"There's a significance in the arts to everyday life that is a large ex-

Teg/Moonstone pre-schoolers break from their activities to pop open lunch boxes and thermoses for their noon time meal.

The students at this pri-

Measurable gains among families.

Middle: Students Eli and Wil-
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Security officials say street smarts are key to safety

By PATRICK O'DONNELL

For many students, coming to West Philadelphia where crime is a constant threat can be a culture shock. In some parts of Philadelphia, where crimes occur with alarming frequency, students are forced to develop street smarts under fire.

"I don't think campus crime affects us there's no need to panic," Members of the Interfraternity Council (IFC) said. "If there are people around you who are good at what they do, you're better off than if you're with someone who doesn't have the same skills as you."

And College junior Jeffrey Abo- dula, the safety and Security Committee co-chairman and he has found that most victims of crime in and around campus have not taken precautions. Students who use common sense, he said, are much safer.

University Police Captain John Richardson said in a recent letter to the community that students in-

cidentally must learn street wis- ence along with book wisdom while at the University.

Police routinely encourage stu- dents to stay in groups and to limit the Penalties. They also advo-
cate use of the University's Escort Services, available by calling 386-0220.

Richardson also outlined several ways students could be safer in the

Caped Crusader

Free Writing Help from:

The Writing Advisors

High Rise South Upper Lobby
Sun.-Thurs. 8-11 p.m.
Kings Court-East Upper House
Sun. & Mon. 8-11 p.m.
Community House, 177 Ward
Sun. & Tues. 8-11 p.m.
Hill House
Wed. 8-11 p.m.

Look for more hours coming soon!
The Writing Advisors are part of Writing across the University. Call 893-6325 for information.

Anthropology prof's book reveals fraternity rituals

BOOK from page 1

counts of the initiation of two fraternity brothers interviewed by San-

day includes pledges of their own weak " homosexuality. The bro-

thers, who say they were "geared up," believed the pledges' testing to be simply a part of initiation. The book also says that the brothers conversed a drink contain- ing midazolam, which induces "drunkenness, and study to destroy pledges for-

classmate. The study says that in one case a pledge was forced to stand nude over a dead horse while others in the group "prematurely" applied a basting brush.

The book's pledge system is one of the weasel words. The fraternity brothers degraded their persons and mastered the pledges' innocence for a last day of truth. Sunday argues that gang rape is a "vile" practice of the fraternity culture and should be eradicated from the fraternity.
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The article discusses the Irvine Auditorium in Philadelphia, which was initially planned to accommodate 1500 people. However, the auditorium has undergone significant damage due to moisture issues and needs repair. The building is part of the University of Pennsylvania and is undergoing maintenance to address the problems. The article also mentions the Dalai Lama's visit and the controversy around his speech in the auditorium, which resulted in protests and heckling. The article highlights the need for proper infrastructure and maintenance to ensure the safety and functionality of public spaces.
It is difficult to find a remedy for our own ills, because we are receiving impure solutions and will find it still more difficult to find a remedy for other people’s ills because we cannot even determine the nature of their ills.

On a very small scale, I was pondering the answer to this question: Is the French fashion philosopher Jean-Baptiste, as seen in a De Gaulle?

Out of the Ash

Baltasar Gracian, Philosopher of Stupidity

Gracian was the focus of my thoughts that day. The city of knavery, love, liberal violence, male rule, and social domination.

Instead, he proposed that the death of Philadelphia is epitomized by the masses of men who have been driven out of the country. The city has already decided to let the town grow at the time of its greatest moment.

But it isn’t just the city of Philadelphia that is growing. It is the entire United States of America.

Philadelphia is a city that is growing. It is the city of the future. It is the city that is growing.

This city is growing. It is the city of the future.
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National Science Board Chairperson Mary Good addresses a crowd of 150 yesterday in the Chemistry Building.

"I believe that over the next 20 years, the major drivers of change will be the global environment, population growth, the need for sustainable energy sources and global markets," she said. "Scientific research is going to play a huge, huge role in many of these issues."

Chemical-based technology and emphasized that the ultimate goal of science education is to prepare students to be most useful in the future. "Molecular science and economics energy sources and global population growth, the need for economic energy sources and global markets," she said. "Molecular science is going to be most useful in the future," said Jerushia Seward, a sophomore at the High School for Engineering and Science in Philadelphia.

"It's an outrage," Kollias said. "We need to make this part of school science and engineering much more appealing." After the speech, audience members asked questions and received brochures containing information on the science fair.

Student police list violations at Troy's

The state police's McGeehan said that if and when an opening occurs, the establish- ment will have to serve a six-month suspension for operating without a license. The four shareholders will have to answer to the court within a month-
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Foreman, phila. mayor
Rizzo to run again
Former Mayor Frank Rizzo, who
City Hall for eight years as a
Democrat and two bids to re-
turn, says he's going to run again.
next year as a Republican "opposed anyone who wants to take
me on." Rizzo, 64, made the an-
nouncement at a political rally the day
before.
He said yesterday, however, that
it wasn't an official act.
"I will make it official announce-
ment, then it will be for real," he
said. "Everybody will know it wasn't
long when I'm running for mayor.
Rizzo, major between 1972 and 1967, was in politics for 12 years,
losing twice to the then Democ-
rat William Green. Seals lost
him in the 1983 Democratic primary
and then again in the 1985 general
election when Rizzo switched to the
GOP.
Among possible opponents Rizzo
could face in a GOP primary this
spring would be District Attorney
Horace Coalite and former State
Rep. Jerry Zinner, who is running
on a liberal platform.
"The problem is in Philadelphia," Rizzo said.
"This is the gathering meeting right now, the
democratic administration "the
government controls the city that has
ever seen.
"I am a better leader. The city is
viewing hundreds of thousands of
reports. We have a plan, a plan in
networking in which the Iraqis are
cooperating in their plans to get.
I'm not sure if it's going to work,
"I will not stand for anyone who is
going to commit crime, and if the
top police officials cannot handle
it, we will have to call in the
army officers."
Atlanta picked to host ’96 Summer Games

WORLD’S most modem cities and take
the Olympics to the heart of the old
nated in 1896.
filled the early-morning sky back
in Tokyo burst into cheers and ap-
ding major sports events. It had im-
fluence on the game. So you see, it
doesn’t really mat-
for the first time they
realize that for the first time they
looked very troubled. They have a
sense of urgency when they’re
playing the ball is a basic skill, and we
need to work more so we’ll have
better control and keep this up.
We’re not quite as good as we
were in the second half,
but we’re still a team to be reckoned
with. That’s the key.
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Assist your doctor in helping

The decision, read from a sealed
franchise in Columbus, Ohio for the

I tied our game against West

Coca-Cola, one of the Olympics’ big-
lion bid.

Youth World Cup, held in the fall of
1990 as the Americans qualified for the

Constantino’s skilful play has made him a marked man

and Canada.

which traveled throughout the East
through the regional ranks to qual-
lify for an Under 20 national team
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out of the circle.”

The Quakers showed an absence of strong fundamentals throughout the game — even though they were

lacking the usual extra touch.

The Quakers had to work hard to get away with

minutes.

We didn’t stick the ball

Field Hockey falls to West Chester in overtime, 2-1

The Quakers fell behind early on two breakdowns in funda-

mental, Reineke said of the game. “We didn’t

get the chances we had, and they just

caught us by surprise.”

For more information, call Clady
Montanez at 808-5358.

And now it’s an Olympic city.

Payne said. “It’s even more difficult
now that we have come to the
home in the Georgia capital.

The Atlanta delegates, led by
Mayor Maynard Jackson, announced
last week that the
reduced his cleats for good.

by President Bush.

Tears after presenting Atlanta’s final
presentation to the AOC.

Atlanta got into the race late by
paying its dues with hard work.

I am absolutely amazed.
I can’t believe Atlanta has gone from

two weeks ago and that sense seemed to weigh on

the Games; it will cost an estimated

$7.1 billion bid.

Although constantino’s skill is what
rang the back of the field, a goal

from the Quaker goal. This Rams’
tal shots — we didn’t,” Penn junior
midfielder Wendy Reidenbach said. “Stop-
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all we needed was a tie to ad-

Orleans.

Michigan and Houston.

by Manchester and Melbourne.

of Soccer America. He had estab-
lished his reputation beyond the

get anything from this.
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with a broken foot which he attri-
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in the Ivy League that we worry

people who scores goals. I get

someone who scores goals. I get

with a broken foot which he attri-

Constantino is now pressing field

team All-American and a pro-

As part of our

International “Sister” Restaurant Project,

As part of our

American Heart Association

against West Virginia, and had

remotely among the front runners,

has been laid down in the history of

Home

We didn’t stop the ball

an underdog.

Constantino, who was
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Classified Ads

898-1111

The Center for International Financial Analysis and Research (CIFAR) is an independent research firm with associates around the world and a staff of 50 drawn from many nationalities and academic backgrounds. Currently, we have several openings in our Philadelphia office.

International Services Associate

CIFAR would like to recruit a multilingual staff member in the part-time position. This position offers a variety of challenging tasks supporting our library, computer, and administrative staff. Emphasis is on computer-related projects, such as database entry and generating reports. On-the-job training will be provided. Hours are flexible, and it may be possible to work at home.

Part-Time Research Associate

The part-time position involves financial research and analytical study of financial data on international companies. The ideal candidate would be a PhD, student with a Masters degree in Economics or Statistics. Depth knowledge of software packages such as SPSS/SA/SAS is required. Coursework in corporate finance/international economics a plus. Flexible schedule. Possibilities of financial sponsorship for dissertation.

All candidates must be available for at least one day a week and should have strong organizational skills, be self-directed, mature, detail oriented and highly motivated in a fast-paced research environment. Computer, and accounting experience a plus. CIFAR will apply for work permits for US citizens. If necessary, the candidate will work under an H-1B visa.

More information available by phone or in writing.

Please write to:
Liza Ruhil
CIFAR, Inc.
211 College Road East
Princeton, NJ 08540

Phone: (609) 229-9323
Fax: (609) 229-9095

Exciting Job

Very Bright Person

Full/Part-Time - Active Office - on Campus

PUBLIC AFFAIRS/ POLITICS - We are planning a non-partisan issue conference to enhance the quality of urban life and the viability of local government. We are seeking someone to support planning and major primary candidates.

REAL ESTATE - We are doing a major renovation and re-organization of our portfolio of 12,500 plus in Silver Spring, and suburban. Additional responsibilities include: golf course, marina, indoor pool, clubhouse, luxury senior citizen and assisted living.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS - We are the largest locally owned firm, and have 100% year growth rate. Major expansion, entering new markets, developing new products.

VENTURE CAPITAL - Current goal is to add products to our telecommunications division. Future goal is to enter other hi tech fields.

Excellent Diverse Opportunity Public Contact, Good Salary, Benefits. Career opportunity. The specific job opening depends on the abilities of the individual.

However, WE ARE ONLY INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING EXTREMELY BRIGHT, ARTICULATE, IMAGINATIVE, EFFICIENT PEOPLE WHO ARE WILLING TO BE INVOLVED IN THE WORK THEY DO.

Call Pat at 675-2998 from 11 AM to 5 PM.
Men's X-Country finds some answers in opener

By MATT SCHUMACHER
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

The Penn men's cross-country team entered last Saturday's Penn State Invitational, in its first race of the season, as one of the country's top teams after finishing third at the NCAA Cross Country Championships two weeks ago. The team, and its young runners, were back on the course after a long break and ready to prove themselves to the rest of the country.

At the starting line, the Quakers took their places, three used to within 36 seconds. Instead of running, he elated in his tranquil and a neatly pitch called the knuckle-curling which fluster rather than through the steepest areas of the course.
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